
It is a 7 to 10 minutes walk. (if you need to drop off equipments, drive to the same entrance between 
Jadwin and Frick, we will be there to help you drop off equipments, then you can park at the garage 
then follow this instruction to walk over). 

Step 1. The Stadium Drive Garage, the pink dot on this map, drive from route 1 north/south, turn to 
Princeton University, take Washington Road, pass the bridge over the Carnegie Lake, take the first 
right, then the third or fourth left to get to the garage.  Take the ticket, it is free parking. 



Step 2. Compare the Google map (above) and Princeton University map (below), you walk from 
Stadium Drive Garage to McDonnell-Jadwin building, following the pink path. You will get to ISEC 
2024 through the pink dot entrance. Facing Jadwin Hall, the stadium is on your right, and Frick is 
behind you, find the sign of Jadwin Hall. Welcome to ISEC 2024. 
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Step 3. If you prefer some photos. These may help. 

From the top of the garage, this is the image of your target... between the Jadwin Gym (white roof) on 
the left and the tallest building (Fine Hall) on the right.  McDonnell-Jadwin building is not visible. 

This is what you see when walking out of the garage. 



Getting close to the Jadwin Gym.

Walk pass the gym.



At this small circle (round about) make a right turn. 

Then make a left turn (basically, follow this path), toward the building. 



Keep walking till the end of the building on your left. 

Make a left turn, and look for Jadwin Hall sign on the building facing you. That is the entrance. 

However, if you are coming from the town area (parking in William street lot, or on Prospect road), 
you will get to McDonnell-Jadwin building from the McDonnell entrance (the red dot on step 2) You 
can walk down the stairs (MANY steps down, and walk into ISEC) or walk up, get in the building, take
the elevator to level A, then walk into ISEC. 


